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A good year, to date   

 

ESG investing is having a very good pandemic. It is the only investment 

category that is enjoying strong inflows this year. It looks like this is a long-

term trend and one which will receive a further boost when the Covid-19 

crisis comes to an end.

In spite of the pandemic, funds that invest according to environmental, 

social and governance principles have record net inflows in the second 

quarter of this year. From the beginning of April up to the end of June ESG 

funds had global net inflows of $71.1 bn, according to Morningstar. They 

report that these inflows pushed ESG fund assets to over $1 trillion. 

Morningstar also say that ESG fund flows represented almost a third of all 

European fund sales in the second quarter whilst sustainable equity funds 

gained 63% more new money than traditional equity funds over this period. 

 Continued on page 9 >>

Time to spilt up?
Assets in ESG mandates easily exceed $30 trillion. Investing for 

environmental and sustainable reasons is different from doing so for social 

ones. Is it time to separate the E and S in ESG investing?

It is getting to the stage when lumping together funds that focus on 

sustainable investing, climate change and the like with those that have 

a social goal is becoming meaningless. The only thing that binds them 

together – along with better, meaning more diverse, governance – is 

that they aim to do good. ESG investing should be rebranded as moral 

capitalism: it is all about making a profit but also doing good.

ESG investing has been dominated by environmentalism. Climate change 

concerns have driven the ESG investing boom. But thanks in part to the 

pandemic the S in ESG is becoming much more prominent. Covid-19 has 

meant that social and ethical concerns are now much more prevalent. 

JP Morgan’s CEO, Jamie Dimon, has called the pandemic a ‘wake-up call’ 

to build a fairer society. ‘It is my fervent hope that we use this crisis as a 

catalyst to rebuild an economy that creates and sustains opportunity for 

dramatically more people, especially those who have been left behind for 

too long,’ he wrote in a memo issued ahead of his bank’s recent annual 

shareholder meeting.  Continued on page 12 >> 
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